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To all whom it may r-oncern ~ 
. Be it known that I, CLARK A. Srearoos, 
a citizen of the United States, ‘residing at 
Omaha, in the county of Douglas and State 
of Nebraska, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Paper-Folding Ma 
chines, of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion. ' 

My invention relates to machines for fold- 
ing paper and it is the object thereof to 
provide in a machine of this class certain 
‘improvements in the tape~rollers and paper 
gages thereof. J ' 
. In paper folding machines which employ 
tapes or fabric belts for conveying the pa 
per, it “is desirable'that a uniform tension 
be maintained on the tapes in order that the 
paper mayibe carried forward uniformly 
thereby and kept in proper alinement with 
the machine without the use of an excessive 

. number of guides formaintaining it in 
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such alinement. ‘In the'usual construction 
of machines of thls class, 1n which a series 
of tapes are passed over the same rollers, 
the maintenance of a‘ uniform tension there 
on'is di?icult by reason of the unequal ex 
pansion and contraction thereof due to 
changes ofatmospheric’ moisture and tem 
perature, and the unequal stretching of old 
and new tapes. It is also desirable that the 
transverse intervals betweenl the-‘tapes of 
each series may be adjustable in order that 
.the tapes may. be. placed .in the positions 

for handling any particular.” best ada ted 
width 0 paper. It is also desirable that 
the gages for limiting the movement of the 
paper by any series of tapes be positioned 
adjacent to the tapes, and when the trans 
verse positions of the tapes are adjusted that 
similar transverse adjustments of the gages 
be made simultaneously therewith. 
My invention provides a simple, efficient 

and inexpensive device for attaining all 0 
the above desirable effects. - 

Constructions embodying my invention 
are illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings, in which—— - 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the device, 
Fig. 2 is a plan view thereof, and Fig. 3 is a - 
front elevation of the same. . . 
In carrying out my invention I provide 

brackets 1 each 
over ahorizontal member 2 of the machine 
frame, the lower portion of the bracket ?t 

against the face of the frame member 
?ange 3 extending over the top 

tin 
an a 

' ported thereon, 

' 1 at the side thereof 
> the innerside of the bracket shoulders 14 

of a form adapted to fit‘ 

- so arranged 

thereof, as shown. In the lower partof the 
bracket is a horizontally extending slot 
through which is passed a bolt 1- extending 
also through the frame member By 
means of said bolt the bracket is secured to 
the frame member so as to be adjustable 
longitudinally thereof, the ?ange 3 preserv 
ing the alinement of the parts. Through 
the upper part of the bracket at one side 
thereof a- cylindrical rod 5 passes slidably 
and rotatably'through the bracket, the rod 
having at its inner end a fork 6 in which 
is journaled a tape pulley 7. 'The outer end 
of the rod is threaded and provided with a 
nut 8, and ‘around the rod between said nut 
and the bracket. is'disposed a coil spring 9' 
of which the tension may be adjusted byv 
varying the position of the nut upon the 
rod. By means ‘of said spring the tension , 
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upon the tape 10 which passes over the pul- _ 
ley 7 is maintained substantially the same 
even though the length of the tape may be 
varied slightly by stretching or by changes 
of atmospheric moisture or temperature, 
and if at any time the tape tension is not as 
desired it may be quickly adjusted, by turn 
ing the nut upon the threaded rod 5 to 
change'the' ‘tension of the spring 9. 
As myvdevioe-is to be applied to each of 

have shown but the ‘tapes of the machine, I 
one of the sameinthe drawings, but it will 
be understood that each series of tapes in 
the machine is driven 
the usual manner and that each tape of the 
series is passed over one of the pulleys 7 at 
the end thereof opposite the driving roll, 
so that each tape is maintained at a con 
stant tension independently of the other 
tapes of the same series. 

A. gage plate 11 is 'adjustably supported 
adjoining the tape 10, as follows: A rod 12 
is bent at the center thereof so that it forms 

from a single roll in. 
~90‘ 
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two parallel portions connected by a U- _ 
shaped bend 13. The parallel portions of 
the rod are passed through openings in the 
gage plate 11 which is thus slidably sup 

and the ends of the rod 
are passed through openings in the bracket 

opposite the rod 5. At 

are made in the rod and the outer ends there 
of 15 are bent down over the face of the 
bracket, as indicated, so that the rod is 
thereby retained in position in the bracket. 
The parallel guide portions of the rod are 

as to be slightly above the 
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upper side of the tape 10 and the inner ends 
0 said portions are slightly upturned at 
the bend 13, so that the rod forms a guide 
to prevent upward buckling of the paper 
which is carried by the tape into engage 
ment with the gage plate 11. The gage 
'plate .is adjustable longitudinally ofthe 
guide rod by means of the screw 16 which 

' ‘is threaded through the bracket 1, connected 
10 at the inner end to the gage plate, and car 

~ ries at the outer end a small hand wheel 17 
by which the screw may be turned. Since 
the bracket 1 carries?both the tape pulley 

‘ and gage plate, ‘transverse vadjustment of 
16 both, ‘without changing the relative posi 

tionsthereof, may be made by looseningithe 
, bolt 4, moving the bracket to the desired 
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position, and then tightening the bolt. 
It will be apparent that 'by the use-of 

the device described, all the tapes of, a ‘fold 
ingmachine may be adjustedto and auto-~ 

’ vinatically preserved at a substantially uni-v 
' form tension, the gages for limiting the 
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guide for the paper; 

' movement of the ‘paper be positioned ad 
jacent to the tapes, and‘ the transverse posi- ‘ 

.. tions of the tape pulleys and the paper 7‘ 
gages adjusted simultaneously without 
changing the relative ‘positions of tape and 

It will also be-noted ‘that by the 
meansremployed for supporting the gage 
plate the said support also forms an upper 

Now, having described my‘ invention. 
what I claim and desire 
ters Patent is: '1 > " 

1'. ‘In a paper folding machine having earl-V 
rier belts, a gage plate arranged adjacent ' 
éto ‘one of said belts, a rod bent to form por 
tions parallel to each other,“the plate being 
slidably supported upon said rod portions, '7 ~ 

1,128,637 1, 

a bracket supporting said rod portions so 
that the same are substantially parallel to r 
the belt and are adapted to serve as a guide 

7 for paper carried by the belt, and means for 
adjusting the plate longitudinally of the 
parallel rod portions. ‘ i 

2.7 In a?paper'folding machine having 
carrier belts, a ‘gage platev arranged adja 

' cent to one of said belts, arod bent to form 
portions parallel to each other, *the?plate 
being slidably vsupported upon said'rod por 
tions, abracket ‘supporting saidrrod'portions ' 

45 

so that the same? are substantially parallel ' 
:to the beltaand are ‘adapted to serve as. a 
guide for paper‘carried. the vbelt, means 
for adjusting the position of the plate lon 
gitudinally of the parallel rodyportions, and 

' 3. In a paper folding, machine having 
carrierbelts, a ‘pulley engaging but one of 
said belts, a gage plate.positionedfadjacent 
to said‘belt. supporting means forsaidpulé» 
leyv adapted for movement‘longitudinally of 
the belt,>means supporting the gage plate; 
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v 7' means for adj usting’ the bracket transversely 
thereto. _ ' ' ' ' w 
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and extending substantially parallel to the ‘ 
belt, (means for adjusting the position of 
the plate longitudinally of said supporting 
means, a bracket carrying said means for 
supporting, the pulley andffor supporting 
the gage plate, andlmeans for adjusting the/ 

In ‘testimony: whereof I have‘ hereunto 
subscribed myv namein the presence of two 
witnesses, r. , > n ' ; - 

_ CLARK A. SIGAFOOS. 
Witnesses: 1. ‘ A , - e ‘p ; 

_ D. ‘O. BARNELL, 
' ROY G. KRATZ. 
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position ofthebracket transversely of the _1 
' elt; _ i i ' 
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